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Abstract

A user-friendly two-diskette BASIC software package for: IBM
and compatible personal computers is presented which estimates the
size-specific daily food consumption of fishes from a 24 hours
cycle of stomach contents data for ,either one or two feeding
periods per day, as well as population food consumption (Q!B} and
related 'parameters. The ingestion and stomach evacuation, as
incorporated in the model, can be expressed by rates proportional

, to different ~ powers of the stomach contents. The precision of
these estimate can be asse;ssed through jackknifing. The Q/B
estimates--are based on one or several estimates for weight.;.
specific -daily ration and populatiQ,n growth and mortality
parameters, the influenc-e of lihich can be estimated by sensitivity
analysis. Graphic outputs of 24-h cycles of stomach contents, and
of gross conversion efficiency or ration vs. weight are availa~le..
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1. Introduction .
MAXIMS is a menu-driven software package providing routines

for the estimation of daily ration of fishes from a 24 hours cycle
of stomach contents data, and the estimation of population based
food consumption from daily ration and population parameters. The
software is written in Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5. '.

For the estimation of (size-specific) daily ration, routines
are implemented which allow for either one or two feeding periods
per day. At present, these models assume a simple exponential

bevacuation rate and. two models of food intake, (i) as a constant
ingestion during the feeding period or (ii) with ingestion
decreasing in time, i.e. with increasing stomach contents. .

These two approaches are based on Sainsbury (1986), who
presented models for a single feeding period of arbitrary duration

,-and implemented the search algorithm for mainframe computers. The
standardization for a 24 hours cycle and the respective extensions
of the models for two feeding periods are documented in Jarre et
al. (1989). The software estimates the ingestion and evacuation
rates and the feeding times by estimating 4 to 7 parameters (the..
number depends on the .model selected). A nonlinear search
algorithm is used to vary the parameter: values such ,as to_..minimize
the sum of squared residuals. Initial estimates for all parameters
are required for the se~rch routine; they must be reasonably close
to the final estimates to yield a successful search. Whereas an
initial estimate of the feeding times can be straightforwardly
obtained from the data, this may not always be the case for the..feeding rates and/or the asymptotlc stomach contents. The program

!' hence provides a routine which derives initial values for the .,

feeding rates and, ,.,hen necessary, the asymptotic. stomach

contents.

population-based estimates of food consumption (Q/B) can
be obtained from one or several estimates of daily ration, and
population growth and mortality parameters. The approach used in
the program is based on von Bertalanffy growth (von Bertalanffy
1938) and a constant mortality rate, and is documented in Pauly
(1986) and Palomares and Pauly (1989). The influence of these
growth and mortality parameters and the coefficient '~' (beta) on
the resulting Q/B estimate can be asse~sed using a simple form of
sensi tivity analysis. The Q/B, sub'program also allows '"fOr
estimation of the ~ coefficient from daily ration data, and for
computation of daily ration from given weights, if beta is known.
Finally, gra~hic outputs for K1 and Rd versus weight are'

available. I -.

""
2. Theoretical background

2.1. Estimating daily ration

Estimating the food consumption of animals is a key problem in .
investigating the ecology of a particular species as well as 'in.
modelling troph--r-c relations between different species in an,
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ecosystem. Sainsbury (1986) suggested u method to estimate daily Iration from a set of parameters including ingestion and 'evacuation
r~tes, and beginning and end of the feeding period from a feeding
cycle of arbitrary length. He presented two models, the first of
which ("Mo,del III) assumes an ingestion rate constant in time, and
the second one ("Model II") an ingestion rate inversely
proportional to stomach ,contents. Model II requires the estimation
of one 'additional parameter, the "asymptotic stomach contents".
Both models assume simple exponential evacuation.

As the obvious duration for' such a feeding cycle is one day,
and mos,t fishes feed either once or twice per day (i.e. during the
day, during the night ,or twice 'daily, during twilight), the two
mod~ls proposed by Sainsbury for one feeding period have been
implemented for a cycle length of 24 hours and extended for twofeeding periods per'day.' .

the

s
,
e
n

which

)

.-,";and whereln the first addend represents the evacuation of the
stomach content present before a given feeding period -and the
second addend incorporates ingestion and evacuation of the newly
'ingested food. -

,

.J
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For Model II, the change in stomach contents during the
feeding period is given by ,.

ii"'"'"" '
dS/dt = J2 * (Sm -S) -E * S \~".,;!, 1:ji3.! ...S}

1rd:::
where "

J2 is an instanta~eous ingestion rate (in hour-i); and
Sm the maximal.possible stomach content. s}~o,r, '

The correspon4ing time trajectory is ,~:;;{S;;

S = Sr ~ exp{{-E + J2) * (t ;

.. + S. * (I -exp((-E )

.
lthere

s. is the asymptotic stomach contents weight; t 1S 15 relatea- ,

.to Sm through S. = J2 * Sm *(J2 * E).
I ,

During the feeding period, the graphs of both models increase
from the value Sr 'towards the asymptote J1/E '(Model I) or S.

(Model II) (Fig.!).

Assuming steady-state conditions (i.e., assuming that the
stomach contents at the end of a 24 hours cycle is the same as the
stomach contents at the onset of this cycle), Sr can be expressed
by E, J1' and the beginning an'd end of the feeding period for
Model I (i.e., 4 parameters); and E, Jz, S., and the beginning and

.'end of the feeding periodf9r Model II (i.e., 5 parameters).
, c' '.

J' In both models, the daily'ration""is computed as' the' integral
,of t~e time trajectory of the stomach contents over' the feeding

period. ,.

~ssuming the same ingestion and e~acuation rates during the
first and the second feeding period, the models 'for two feeding
periods estimate two additional parameters, i.e. the 'beginning and
end of the second feeding period, yielding 6. and 7 parameters, .
respectively (Table 1). Daily ration is accordingly comput'ed as
the sum of the integrals of the time trajectory over both feeding..., ,0.periods. ." c. .j...'., c,;

, .; ;;'J~qg ~d,j",~41i

2.2. Esti~ating population food consumption..::, .:."";;~;{

Modelling trophic relations between species implies extension
of size-speci.fic estimates of daily ration to entire populations..
InflJrmatioli on the structurc'of- the population,in question can- be
obtained from growth and mortality parameter~.. c, 0

.' ; ,"',~-::;"';i;:~:;~: .:::;:~ ".'
Growth can be es t1matcd accord1.ng to.' the ~v~~-~._Bertalanffy

growth function (VBGF), which has, for weight, the'f'or'Iit'"

""~:. ,;:", !bft.s!~"iJ:j~-rj:i$ji:.t 4ci!3~:tG;i'll't -'11'.. *, ( 1- exp( ..1<:.. ..~[:. (;~ '! 0 ) *:!Qt~~:~V;";!c~"ij~~ 1ri$JrtO~ c ...1)

,." .,~.", ".",,'.+ .."",,,,"C"';, ,."'-: \1";"',;; ~'~,u~~Ia!d.,,&~o!,i~or;.,"!;""1$""'a~i f
where c '"

c

.I
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It is the time,
Wt is the weight at age t
W~ the asymptotic weight ..

"K a growth parameter (in time-I)
~ to the "age" at weight zero. ,

-b the exponent of a length-weight relatlonship of the form\{ = a * Lb. .
.

The first derivative of this equation gives the c an e 0 ight .
in time (i.e., the growth rate) and reads

.dw/dt = b * K * 'Ii * ((V~/'Ii)l/b -1)" ...8)

Relating the growth of an anillial with its food consumption,
Ivlev (1945) introduced the gross food conversion efficiency Kl'
which is defined as

...' £;,;1"., ; , ,1 ' -
.K1 = growth 1ncrement I food l.nges

' .";"."';";":,"{;;~'c,':'{
Th1s applles for any tlme lnterval and can thus be rewritten as

" ' ,. ,,;

.Food consumption = (dw/dt) / Kl(t) ..9b)

where Kl(t) is an estimate of gross food conversion ,efficiency
referring to the age for which the value of dw/dt applies (see EC(.

c
8). !.;.c;

.Pauly (1986) showed th~t K1 can, related to.

1 = 1 -(v/v~) ~ .,!,,'\,'t."1()(; ".".;-.10a}

...',;;..'c',:;,,::;:;':~':;f f:r:;
for the entir7 si~e range fr~m 0 to w~. ~ombined wOi,th: th';~;'iVB9,~!:;,Kl
canthus be glven as a functlon of age, l.e. ,:;i;l .;1;;:i~:!}

; f ,:, * i ""r.f"r':l;r:\::t;;j"" ", R - b ",/ Jit-"L,I.f.;A::ij,:,., i~;J";. K1(t)'= 1 -'Ii * (1 -exp(-K * (t-tO})" " ,...1Ob):
,~'T " ~ ::", ,:' '; ;.

The biomass of the population is obtained as the 'integral Over
'... ..,.~ time of the numbers (N) times the corresponding' lieight..:The

':if population numbers can be again expressed as a function of- time,
I.. if the total mortality Z is known, as ,:"""f';'fi'.'
~ .':;;~;:::":;:':' , {

H Nt ::: NO * exp(-Z *, (t-tO» :!,'f~"'\~d'i"'...r""11)c':':

i ;
The complete equation for populatlon food' consumption thus~ ' reads Co":".0 ,r,

't
d

~ Q/B =' Food consumption / biomass ~:~~~'"'""

~ --~. cc__. -'c' " -
u I (d '" 'dt) * .N '..,.;.',!~ ;",~",I;I»"'c);",!"""~""1J1,;,t:C,,.!fi::{..,,

",.' t ';:;,;";,;";.,;,c..,:O\-;.;.,ci'C,,,:i;;.;';,,o.':;C"":; = tr ~'t) :c

tnax .'. r qrf'" ' ":t1""): C)~C ;

J Ht: * Nt: dt

:,

I

.
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.w where I

" tr. is the age at entry into the population in question, .
and

tmax the age of, exit from that population. I'
l Pauly (1986) presented a. sensitivity analysis ~f this model"

Iwhich showed that its output is strongly sensitive to ~ and b,., 

less 50,tO Z and K, and rather insensitive to changes of tr and

.tmax (Flg. 2).

2.3. Allowing for other ingestion and evacuation models
in the estimation of. daily ration

A "fine-tuning" routine will allow to improve the estimated
parameters by considering different models of ingestion. and-
evacuation Statistical assessment of the daily ration estimateswi'll be provided using the jackknife method. [This section to be .

compl,eted later.} ,

'.

J. Installing the program and getting started

The hardware needed to implement MAXIMS is an IBM or
compatible personal computer with Hercules or CGA graphics card

.(or compatibles), and, (optionally) an Epson OL compatible printer.

°.
.The software is supplied on two 5 1/4" 360K diskettes. A
.smallosetup routine requires o.information on'theotype of graphics

card your computer has. It is suggested that you copy the files
l' from. the MAXIMS disJ:ettes to a directory on your harddisk' (e.g. "

to C:\MAXIMS\*.*) if your computer has one. .

,
If you run MAXIMS foL the first time on your computer,

select the appropriate disk drive (with MAXIMS diskette No.1) or
.

directory and type

INSTALL ~

at the DOS prompt. The setup routine will be loaded, and you will
be asked to indicate the type of graphics 'card your computer has.
This information is written to a file called "INSTALL.INr". .

,

To start the program, type
.

HAXIMS

-at -the DOS prompt.- The-1-entry scLeen- will- cdisplay general-
'information about the program. If yo,udo not want to return to DOS

c , "',
([F3]), press any key to proceed to the maln menu.

._.c, ,-, ""c ,.

'0 .-

.Note: In case you run MAXIMS from diskettes, please make sure
to copy the file "INSTALL.INI" to the second MAXIMS program

diskette.
._w---'t..-~! ,\;~

,

.,.

.I
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.I4. MilJ.n .

I

..
G

v

The data entry screen displays an empty data table and prompts
you to enter the data pairs. In case of time and stomach contents
data, ple'ase note that the unit of time entries is the hour, on a
24 hours basis. Please enter fractions of hours in decimals (not
minutes)," e.g. 13.25 for 13 h 15min (i.e., for 1:15 p.m.). You
can select t:he unit: Lor the stomach contents (e.g. g or mg). The
daily ration estimate will be expressed ifi the same weight. units
as t:he st:'omach contents dat:a, e.g. g/day or mg/day. Please also
note, that the program only accepts we'ight or rat:ion entries
consisting of ,up to three digits before and afid three digits after
the decimal point.

[F8] at the 'bottom of
The program prompts you

.
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maximum length), which may be preceeded by a drive specification.
Do not enter an extension name for your data: the extension .rOD
is added automatically to easily distinguish your MAXIMS data
files from other files on your disk. After your' data have been
written to the disk, the data management menu is reloaded.

Note: If you ha..Je replicate contents data, it is strongly
suggested that you use an appropriate statistical method

I. to determine' a single stomach contents value for a
specific sampling time (e.g. the median, the mean etc.).

"

I 5.2. Edit an existing file .

Enter. the filename to be used (which may be preceeded by a
drive specification but may not contain an extension name).. Your
data are displayed on the screen.. Use the UP and DO;rn arrow keys
to move the highlighted bar to the data pair to be corrected and

" reenter the time and stomach contents values.

Proceed to the bottom of the table (one line below your last
v~lid entry) and press [F8] when finished. You are again prompted
to enter a filename for the data. Remember not to include an
extension. The data management menu will then be automatically

loaded.

5.3. Vie'w plot of data.. "
Enter the filename to be used. This name may be preceeded by a

drive spec{fication but may not contain an. extension name. The
J' data points are displayed on the screen in chronological order,

i.e. starting at 0.00 h and ending at 24.00 h. Press any key to

return" to the data management menu.

6. Estimation of daily rati

.The second screen of the main menu lets you select the.desired
model in two steps. First, the software prompts you for the number'

of feeding periods. c:'"
" .,")l'i,'~cii~~~t'::,,:

Enter 1 ~f your data show one feed~ng cycle per daYi,;;o,~;~ "d~:~;.'
2 If your data show two feedlng cycles per day. '~"'~ ' , '",.!

Note: The .decision on the number of feeding'" periods is up to
you. The program searches f.or,the best fit for a given
number of peaks and,a given model:: but cannot compare the
fit obtained for different mo"delsiJ y6u:must'do this!, ,;;",:, 1. {;;:, .e ,;,---

;
6.1. One feeding period

.You are prompted to selec
between two "full" models
evacuation rates and feeding
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hose parameters, and one "partial" model to estimate I
n rate only, and then to compute the daily ration .
imate and the mean stomach content.

Enter"'" I
0 to select the "partial" model; or
1 to select "Model I", based on the assumption of a

constant feeding rate; or
2 to select "Model II", based on a feeding rate decreasing

with increasing stomach contents (one additional
parameter to be estimated).

I

.2. Tyo feeding periods

:You are prompted to seleGt the desired model.
Enter 1 to select "Model I", based on the assumption of a

constant feeding rate; or " .
c

to select I'Model III', based on a feeding rate decreasing
with increasing stomach contents (one additional c

.;c;:'"(";-parameter to be estlmated). ."'.:..~~tcc '".~.'c"'-rc
\;0\, l'~"'

'.., , '

els: Parameter estlmat1.0n routlne ;;"~I\,.,i
':~:::

All parameter estimation routines start with an entry'..";s~feen
which lets you check whether you have indeed selected the~ model

.-cyou J.ntended to. Press any key to proceed or [FJ] to return to the
main menu. Upon procee"ding, you are prompted to enter the filename
of the data set to be used, which may be preceeded by drive
"specifications but must not include an extension name. The program

.then prompt you whether you wish to be provided with program- or
generated .initial estimates of the feeding rates and t"he
asymptotic stomach content. If this is not the case" th~ prpgramwill4irectlY proceed to the.,initial values screen. '

c

Two'data sets (for one and two feeding periods., respectively)
with inital and final parameter estimates are, given in Tablesc 2.."and 3 for your orJ.entatJ.on. ; c, c

,"" 'J\1~'4;Jal"-: :" ," -.' ".,"~:,
6.J.i. program-genera"ted initial estimates '.iC'.:""":';;'

A chronological plot of your data is displayed and you are
prompted to enter the approximate time of beginning and end -ef the
feeding period(s). These times will be 'used by the program to
generate initial values' for. evacuation and ingestion rates and
asymptotic stomach contents (Model II) from the selected data set.
Please see Appendix B for details on the computations,-

, ." };" ;,

6.3.2. .IJJitial values screeJJ I "'_:::;~~:'
The initial values screen. displays the list: -of.parameters;to~:De

.estimated (corresponding to' your choice of model}, -.and- the set of...program-estimated J.nltlal values (default). You are prompted to "

fill in the two rightmost columns, "Actual initial values" and
I'parameter to be varied (Y/M) ?I'.

lets you return to the entry screen of this ro tine \t'
lets you select a different file; and

[F3] lets you quit to the main menu.t

cfu; 
.
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and
amo
eta

============.-::= .==================================================Content Parametcr ' Initiul Estimated
(a) Name unit Value Value

0.75 0.191 .
'2.25 0.135 .Hadel I

3.75 0.074 Ingestion g*hour-l 0.050 0.O'~41
5.25 0.063 Evacuation hour-1 0.155 0.1550

.6.75 0.068 FeedBegin hour 13.00 12.85
;'8.25 0.067 FeedStop hour 1.80 1.80

9.75 0.074
/ 11.25 0.067 }!odel II

12.75 0.051 Ingestion hour-1 0.1216 0.0473
14.25 0.099 Evacuation hour-l 0.1112 0'.1311
15.75 0'.177 ..AsympCont g 0.3712 0.2685
17.25 0.181 FeedBegin hour 13.00 13.25
18.75 0.173 FeedStop hour 2.00 .1.70,

20.25 0.152
21.75 0.177 ,;;;
23 .25 ,0.199

~ ., I

, h",;"J;' ;~,;}~:i.:!' ..'!..'; ':;';..' t

.t
.Table 3. Example for the estimation of feeding paral:letcrs and C

daily ration for two feeding periods per day (data from Arntz i
(1974) for juvenile'Baltic cod Gadus morhua, length class 26-

'30 cm.) [From,Jarre et al. (1989))..
-.'

==================================================================
Time Stomach Content Parameter Initial E~timated '

(hour) ~eight (cr) Name unit Value Value

, }Jodel I

Ingestion' g*hour-1 0.4059 0.6691
..Evacuation hour-1 0.1396 0.2518
0.00 0.500 FeedBegin1' hour 5.50 5.20,
2.00 ., 0.350 ;" FecdStop1 hour 9.50 8.05

,7.00 1.050 .Feedilegin2 hour 15.00 13.90 w
10.00 ,0.900 FeedStop2 hour 19.00 18.55 P

, 11.80 0.700 d

12.30 0.260 }/odel II- --
15.00 0.050 Ingestion hour-l 0.0600 0.1430

.~7.00 1.650 Evacuation" ilour-1 0.3200 0.2504
19.00 0.700 AsympCont g 2.0500 2.2190

..FeedDegin1 hour ,5.2L 5.50
.FeedStop1 hour 8.50 8.00

FeedBegin2 ,hour 14.00 14.10
FecdStopZ hour 19.00 18.60

~ ~
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, ' IEnter your own initial estimates or accept the defaults by

moving through the column with the DO~r arrow. After that, select
whether a parameter should be changed by the program during the .
iterations which follow, or not. The default is "Y", i.e. the
parameter is to be varied. Move through the column using the DO\lN Iarrow, or enter "Y" or "N" for the respective parameters.

After 'these two columns 'are filled in, select one of the
options in the right message box:[F6] brings you back to the top of , the same screen. Use the arrow -

keys to move the highlighted bar to the item you wish to
correct and enter the corrected value.

[F8] 'lets you proceed to the estimation routine.
(FIO] lets you view the data and the graph computed from the

initial data set on the screen. From there, you can either
proceed to parameter estimation or return to the initial
values screen to edit 'the initial values.

-~--- .Note: In ' case you select, only I'll" 1n the "Parameter to be

varied?" colunmn, the software will display only your
, data and the curve derived from the parameter val.uesyou

entered. Select [Fa] ,for a printout or [FIO] to get back
,_. to the initial values routine.

6.3.3. Parameter estil1lation screen
The parameter estimation proceeds by changing onep~rameier.'.tat

a time in small steps, such as to minimize the sum of squared
residuals. The actual parameter values are shown at the bot.'.tom of
the screen, along.with th'e number of iteration loops passed and
the actual sum of squared residuals. Your data and the computed
graph are displayed in the upper part of the screen. After each ,
iteration loop, the graph is actualized, based on .'.the curr.ent
parameter set. ..'. .'..;i'..,'
When the program is done, the daily ration is computed from t'W.e
"final" parameter set and displayed at the bottom of. the screen..

Select[Fa] to get a hardcopy of the results (see below},;, -
," :'[F4] to return to the openlng screen of the same model (e.g." to"

CO',,' 'of"
try a different set of parameters or to use a different:'."":""

,file) without printout c::;,.",;J':Y¥ic[F3] t .' tt th ' c"-'c.."~'(~f'
a qU1 0 e maln menu. "i.'.C;""."';j,.: ~"\:'~~i;it\!~,.tt('~., : "", 't: "'1'.

'In case the iteration has not converged within 40 ste'ps, you'.'
\fill be prompted to enter \fhether you \fish to continue the ongoing
parameter estimation or return to the menu, e.g. to select a
different model or to reenter more suitable initial values.

"--- !-- -' Note: As a direct estimation of the parameters to "

, , "
least sum of squared res1duals 1S not po
program may stop at a local minImum. Try
initial parameter sets to.optimize your result
to obtain a similar estimate for the daily'
approaching the final parameter set with in
that are (a) smaller and (b) larger than th I
obtained before. :: \~

t~
i
,
"
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.

6.4. Partial model

.A chronological plot of your data is displayed andyou are
prompted to enter the times at the end and the beginning of the
feeding period. These times define' the data to be used for the
linear regression used in estimating the evacuation rate. The ,,'cc,
daily ration is then computed as ..~r:1~t\,'

Rd :; mean stomach content * evacuation rate * 24 hours, 'Z;i[:
and the results are displayed at the lower part of the screen. i;;;

;

I Select ;
,[F8] for a hardcopy of the results (see below) "

[F4] to return to the opening screen of the same model. (e.g. to
select different times or to use a different file) without

printout,
[F3} to quit to the main menu.

,

6.5. Printing the result's
..;The printout of the results consists .of

-the selected model and file
-full models: a listing of the initial and final parameter sets,
-full models~ a listing of the observed d'ata, the expected

stomach contents and the residuals
-the estimate of daily ration
-a screen dump, showing your data points and (for the full.

mo;de'J,s) the graph fitted to them.

Make sure your printer is on-line when you select the printing,. option ([F9]). You may repeat this op;tion if you wish, or continue .

with the same model ([F4]), or return to the main menu ([F3]).

7. Fine-tuning of daily ration estimates and jackknifing

I The "fine-tuning" routine will allow to improve the estimated
parameters; by considering different models of ingestion and
evacuation. Statistical assessment of the daily ration estimates
will be provided using the' jackknife method. Details on this

section will be provided later.
, .

.8. Q/B and related estimates

8.1. Q/B Submenu .
I .The menu offers four options, .'...,::.,"" "; .

.c

1. Estimation of Q/B (from growth and...mortallty parameters
.and beta) i "

2. Sensitivity analysis (for Q/B, Gross Efficiency, and
Maintenance Ration) i' ;

3. Computation of daily ration for given 'freights;4. Estimation of beta from \/eight and Rd data pairs. '

Move the highlighted field to the desired option and press RETURN.

.I
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8.2. Parame entry ~

All routines for estimates related to Q/B will firstly prompt
you to enter the name of the species you are working at and will
then require the input of growth and mortality parameters. Table 4
gives a list of those parameters with brief explanation and a list
of the routines for which their values are needed. Use the UP and
DO"lrn arro'rf keys to correct erroneous entries in the parameter
list. , ;;

,., ,.

I .;;-:;:r(:, ,:~"

'Table 4, Parameter inputs relat,ed to computatio

,
~ DeScriptim ~it St.tx'oot;lre j (f~iiw'

'. ,::,,- f"~ -t" .'.."~O.j, t'if...
" -..",' ,

.11 AsYMPtotic ~elQh' ~3 All f ';~';'!';'11114 "t,\!.~",", I ", r ..c..,":--'.::':."""~',~,.~,,"l ,

I: Qrolllh param~ler y~ar "'jU~ All 6f,L~~i~::IJ:.t;'1:~;'~.-
" tl ~h -1-tr"" AII """"'",-, to ~Qe a enQ~ zero ycor ~:,:'f;~ ~: ~t'~;.,~)~",1,(J~:;\fJj:;""t(f;~J

b ~IPonent ot lenglh-~~lghl relallon~lp year-1 ".,i~ A1J .":-:;-:'!~~:';~1"l!'V'4tl

beta co~fflclent r~latln'J KIlo ~cl\Jhl -,::'::i 0/8. Sensitivity,. R4;;:;~ ~:;}?f~;'f]

z total lIorl&ll ty yeor-l ,d 'o/e, Scnslt i',ily .' ;,;:...!," :;:"1'1"., , -~,.., ,
Ur loller IllIlt tor O/[J Int~qratlon ;t'f~' Q ,"~:;~ /)/8. Scn~lti'li~r ...,): "'

( 1 ) "- .., ' 1 jmu~tte:Oand(:O,?511,,'\"';" "'cr.-:,' -

I/MI oopcr limit tor 0/6 Integratl~n- .~ 0/8, Stnsltlvltr
( lIU~t be ) Ur and (: 0.95111.1. .

,
., -

~ Any Il1Jt of ~ei~ht can be used, e,Q. also 111 or kg, Please not~, hou~'lEr, that it ~u.t be t~l~ saal~ unit of

~elQht o. us!d for Rd'
,

(fl' j r" "~o.'

, ~r.;j~; ~.,
8.3. Estimation of Q!B c,,;!: iJ:':!::;~

"
Af~er 'you have entered the required parameters, the program

computes population-based food consumption (Q/B) and Maintenance
Ration on annual and daily bases, the latter expressed in!, body-
weight. Gross efficiency is computed as production/consumption (=
(P/B)!(Q/B» .
Select any of the following keys to continue:

, .[FJ] lets you exft directly to tJle main menu; , ,:,:"
[F4] lets you retu~n to the Q/B';'submenu; ., " ;:r '",." '0 '

[F8] lets you print the results. "'-~'---~44..."'~ '..'"
.' "

-,,: ;,,{~j~~;~f

~

.
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8.4. Sensitivity anulysis
After you have entered the required parameters, the. program II

will compute Q/8, Maintenance Ration and Gross Efficiency, and
then modify the parameters beta, K, Z, Wmax' TI1r' to and b by the
factors 0.5,0.8,0.9,0.95., .99,1.01,1.05.,1.1,1.2 and 1.5 and
recompute those est~mutes. Depending on the speed of your
computer, these computations may take some time. The factors by .
which the results change are displayed in tabular form. Although
only the factors for the change of Q/B are initially displayed,
the changes for Maintenance Ration and Gross Efficiency are

-available and you can quickly get them onto the screen by using
the ~unction keys as indicated below. A 11___" entry in the Umax
row of the table means that the corresponding modified value for
Wmax would equal or exceedWMI and that therefore the respective

computations were not performed.
.When the table is completed, you are prompted to select one of

the following options:
[F4] to return to the Q/B submenu[F5] to display the results for Q/B (default)' "

[F6] to display the results'for Gross Effficiency
[F'1] to display the results for Maintenance Ration
[Fa] to obtain a printout of the results. (This printing option

allows you to "jump" between result tables and printouts, so
you do not need to 'redo the entire routine for a complete

set of hilrdcopies _of the results.)
.--

~

9

,. 0

7

G

, -
~ 5
D-
u '1.g' K

J:. 3
u

t. 1 20 Z-
:J 10

.0

.0 10'Wr,WmoX

.-10-20 -

-30 f3

K ~ ~ ~~ .:--~-40 -50 -10 010 -50 -

" .

"Input changc (%)

rig. 2. Sensitivity'analysis of text equation 12, bascd on~. ~
1,880 g, K = 0.24 year-l. to = 0.2 year tr. 0.)5 year, tmax
= 12 ycar. ~ = 0.1J6 and 7.. 0.64 year-i. Ilote stron9 effects
of changes in~, inter.cdi~te effects of K and 7., and
ncg1iaib1e affects of Yr' Ymax and to' [rro~ Pauly 11986J}

.
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...8.5. Computat~on of Rd

After you have entered the required parameters, you are
.promp~ed to enter the body weight for which you need the--daily

ratio~, which w,ill then be immediately computed.

You can repeat this procedure for a maximum of. 30 weight
values, or press at any time:
[F4] to return to the Q/B Submenu; or
[F8] for a printout of the results.

I .'
After you have entered the necessary parameters, you are

prompted to enter weight and daily ration data pairs, from which
the beta coefficient will directly be computed. In case you 'have
two or more such data pairs, it is highly recommended that you use
the [F9] option for a'mean estimate of beta.

,I" Upon pressing [F9], the estimate of the mean is displayed
along with the "residual" for each input, i. e. the differences-
between the beta values computed directly and the mean estimate
of beta. The residuals allow you to easily check for outliers. The
program will prompt you whether you wish to exclude any inputs
(i.e., an outlier) from the estimate of the mean. If so, you will
be asked to enter the:number of the data pair you wish to exclude,
and the computations will be redone.

Note that you can exclude only'
the entire procedure itself can be

Pressing
[F4] allows you to return the Q/B-Submenu; .and
[F8] :' allows yo,U to print the results.

8.7. Printing the results

If you select the, printing option (by pressing [F8] ,whenever
this op.tion is displayed), please make sure that your printer is
switcped on and also on-line. Pressing any key will then erase the
message box and make a straightfor\-rard screen dump of the results.

, .

You can then proceed by pressing
[F8] to repeat the printout;
[F4] to return to the Q/B submenu; or
[F3] to quit to the main menu.

~ I
.-'"

9. Graph of ~1 or Rd versus body Height

9.1. Data e~try

Use the data management routine to enter data pairs of body
weight and daily ration. Select "K'I when yo 1.\ are prompted ~rhether
you w~sh to enter data 'for estimation of daily ra~ion or for the
purpose of plotting Kl and Rd versus weight.

.
IAN R. S,wTH MEMORIAL ll3RARY Ic
OOCU/\o\E 1'4 T A TI,:)N CENTER, ICLARM

.
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9,.2. plotting your data

You will firstly be prompted to enter the name of the file that
cont.ains your data. This name may be predeeded by a' driVe and/or.
dit:ectory specification, but must not contain an extension name.

Select
K for a plot of Kl V5. weight
G for a plot of Rd V5. Height

You will then be asked to supply the value of W-, and the values
I of K, to, b, Z, and beta if you selected the plot of Rd V5.

weight. These parameters are needed by the program for the
computation of the graph. Your data are then'loaded and plotted,

and the computed graph of Kl or Rd is displayed.i .'

Select. ., .
."" .,: ;

[F8] fqr a pro~ntout of the graph;
./ [F4] to return to the beginning of this routine; or

[F3] to return to the main menu of MAXIMS.

9.3. print~Dg the results ~:.' -.,

If you select the printing option ([Fa]), please make sure
that your printer is sHitched on and also on-line. Pressing any
key will then erase any messages and print the screen.

You can proceed by pressing
[Fa] to repeat the printout;r .[F4] to return to the beginning of the routine; or

[F3] to quit to the main menu.

..
..

.,

.
\, .

, .

.--~- .--,- -' -.

..

I

." 'i- 1.':;'I~.':,"'
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Appendices

Appendix A IList of function keys

[F3] "Hot key" which lets you exit to DOS if you are in the main
menu, or returns you to the main menu from wherever you are.

.[F4] "Hot key", which lets you return to the entry screen or menu

I of the current program..

[F6]. Lets you edit,the entries in the initial value set.

[F8]. pri~ts results.: or saves data in data management program.

./[F9] Lets you proceed to the next program step.
" [FiO] Toggles between initial values screen and plot of data plusthe graph computed,from the parameters entered. .,

f . ,:~\) ..

:;.:0'-""...

I,.;, ;
J.~d..'; APpendix B.

..Data requ1.rements
I.I' The data used for the routines for the .estimation of Rd are .

..cQec];ed before entering the computations for the following:

1. Time values must be between ~ 0.00 and ~ 24.00 hours
2. Stomach content weights must be ~ 0 and ~999.999 (in weight

units)4. Depending on the model selected, a minimum of different data

pairs must have been entered:

==================================================================
Minimum No. Hodel No.
of data pairs 1.1 1.2 2.1 2.2

,

Total 5 6 "7 8
Different 4 5 6 7'

time valuesDifferent. 3 3 4 4
-.-weight values '"

If these requirements are not met, a warning is displayed and the
program execution will be suspended. Please use the data editing
routine to correct erroneous entries.

I\1'
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Appendix C I

Prograrn- generated initialestirnates .
.for daily ration

You are prompted to enter your initial estimate of the
feeding times. From these estimates, the program attempts to
compute inital values for the feeding rates and (for Hodel II) the
asymptotic stomach contents, following the procedure below. The
methods for computing the initial values are different for Model I
and Model II, but the number of feeding periods (one or two) in
this exercise are relevant mainly for "bookkeeping". .

,
Generally, the evacuation 'rate is estimated from the

nonfeeding period. Given an e~timate for the evac.uation, the
ingestion rate and (for Model II) asymptotic stomach contents can
be estimated from the feeding period. In case of two feeding
periods per day, the intervals bracket'ing the larger number of
data points are selected. If the period include the same number of
data,.. points, the first feeding/nonfeeding periods are selected.

Evacuation rate (Hodels I and II) .'
The evacuation of stomach contents follows the time trajectory

= So * exp(-E * (t-tO) .

for to set to zero (by subtracing this value rom a '~; 7-!!\,es
erned), " ., ;::;; , ::" .:, -:(J~i':!:;:!;;;j

~ 1" ,";:f!Q~ 5v'~",i'~m,"~,1~'Jc' tl
S = 1 In t .~!19:J

this equa 1 fl, can e es lma e a e (with:
ged) of a linear regression (of In S vs. ln t)

Should the data lead to the slope (and hence, evacuation) to have
the wrong sign, the program will attempt to compute E from the
'slope between the first two nonfeeding data points or, if this
still does not yield a positive result, from the; slope between:the
last feeding point and the following data point (which might be
either feeding' or nonfeeding, depending on the selection ,of
feeding- times). In case none of the previous attempts~ is
successful, the evacuation,rate is set to 0.2 (in units weight:1),
as this has so far appeared to b.e a reasonable .valueto begin
1fith ..c"r.i.'. :,;' ";,::, , !'::..

.'" U "-, "'0. ~J;:ffJ.. t rc; ".4c~%,{. "j;; ".
Hodel I. Ingest.1on ra e "-.,"t;.I.,,;,,~ "",j 1)C
The time tr'ajectory of the feeding period reads 1"~B.r2t;!C':)jjriv

S = Sr * exp(-E * (t-to)) + JI/E * (1- exp(J1 *,,(t -to!).},

' ,-- .,- -.-

The program takes the smal~est stomach welght from the data. as
.residual stomach content, and' then computes'" the'ingestion rate by
solving the above equation for Jl, using the total duration of the.
feeding period. In case too few data points are available,
ingestion is estimated from the last nonfeeding point and the
following one and the time difference bet'rleen them. Should this
'not lead to a positive estimate of the ingestion rate--, the program
sends an "error" message, i. e. informs the user that ,it _cannot
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estimate initial values from the data and/or the initial guesses
for the feeding times.

,Hodel II: Ingestion rate and asymptotic stomach contents
The time trajectory of stomach contents, for Model II, is

S = Sr * exp(-(J1 + E) * (t -to»
, .+ 5. * (1 -exp(-(J1 + E) * (t -to))).

Setting Sr to zero and subtracting to from all values of t leads
to the simplified equation

...
5 = 5. * (1 -exp(-(J1 + E) * t))

From this (J1+E) and S. can be simultaneously estimated ,from a
regression of stomach content increments vs. the average stomach
content weight of the corresponding time intervals, or

" ..,- 52-51 .51 + 52

= a + b * ~- ,
.t2-ti 2

with slope b = -(Jl + E) and 5.' = a/(Jl+E). (Fisheries bioloc;ists
among the users will be familiar with this method which is
analogous as the Gulland-and-Holt-plot for estimation-of of the
parameters L" and K of the YBGF for length.)
If this method does not provide a reasonable estimate of SM' the
.asymptotic stomach content is set equal to the maximum observed.
weight divided by 0.8, and Jl+E is computed from the means of all
"'(51+52.) /2'1 values. (Ml) and of all weight increment values (M2)'
using .-.

l'

J2 = H2f(S. -H1} -E ~ i:C":'

..If thlS does not. yield a reasonable estimate elther, an "error"
message is displayed, informing the user that the program cannot
estimate these initial values.

Troubleshooting
in case the ':,error" message is displayed, you may wish to
reconsider. your initial guesses of the f.eeding times. Try to rerun
the routine, assigning new data points to the feeding period. If
this still doesn't work,. enter you~ own initial guesses dir.e.ctly
on the initial estimates screen,. starting with the feeding times
you consider reasonable and an initial evacuation rate between
0.15 and 0.3 (in weight-1). Use the [F10] key to toggle between
graphics sc-een and initial values screen to find a reasonable
initial estimate fo~ the ~ngestion rate (and for the asymptotic
stomach contents in case of Model 2):- -,

',:'i:" i;::,,"
(1J),,~i)j~
l,~!}~;,~'~'",'~~ ;;~, ""

~:i1!;~

.I
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Appendix D .

for estimates related to

tm.s.x

I
, t~ .' KJ.(t)
Q/B =

I tmax

J Wt * Nt
tr

Computation of Ra ..

.

1 -

of beta

beta

log (l-Kl)

,log 'It- -f~
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..Appendix E
using K1 or Rd values when only Z/K is known .

If a value of the growth parameter K is not available, but Z/K is
known, estimates of the Gross Efficiency (GE)' and the population Ifood consumption Q/B divided by K (i.e., Q/(B*K)) can be obtained

...as demonstrated below.

We have defined
I

Q/B = Food consumption I biomass

I

tns..xJ (d'il/dt) * Nt
I dtrtr .K:1(t) .

,= '- ...1a}

, . "t..:U1x, '
"
,

J;

tr

or, explicitly for N

L,
..

(dg/dt) *"eJCP( -Z * (t-to»c, ;,,"
No * dt

r tr (1 -Wt/W..)O
Q/B = ~-- ...1b)

tmax

No * J Wt * exp( -z * (t~to})
t "

r ..." ""':""

wherein No is the initial number of

population.

The VBGF for weight

Wto= "". * (1 -exp~-K * (t-to

is readily.rewritten as

..,_.c -(""t/"".) lib" = L"'::- ~xp I (-K * (

.adn this equation solved for t t

t =.to + l/K *.In (1 -('Il t I"".} lib} ...2c)

The first derivative of the VBGF is

dw/dt = "". * b * K * (1 -exp * exp(-K*(t-tO))
...Ja}

Using Eq. 2b twice, this derivative can be rewritten as!
,~. 

I
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26 Idw/dt = WM * b * K * (Wt/Ww) (b-l/b) * (l-Wt/WM)l/b ...3b)

and hence, using Eq. 3b and 2a,' 'tie can reformulate

Q/B = b * K * r ...1c)
,

'tIherein

tma.x

I (Wt/W~) * exp(-Z * (t-to») dt
tx- .

From Eq. 2c'tle (by multiplication

(t-to) = Z/K *

t .
(Wt/W~) * (l~(Wt/Ww)1/b)Z/K dt

tr

...5)
This yields an the population food consumption divided
by K, as

Q / (B *' K) = b * r 6}
,

Efficiency GE can be defined as GE = P/Q, which,
to Allen (1971) equals

GE = Z / (Q/B) 7a}
I

...7b)

that an estimate of the Gross Efficiency can be obtained when
unknown, if Z/K is available,
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Appendix F

Directory of MAXIMS diskettes

Diskette No.1

BRUN45.EXE -Runtime module
BRUN45.LID -Runtime libraryMSHERC.COM -Hercules Graphics Support .

INSTALL.EXE -Installation for MAXIMS
, RDMENU.EXE -Main Menu

QBNEW.EXE -population Food Consumption

created during installation: MAXIMS.BAT I
INSTALL.INI

I'Diskette No.2

RDDATA.EXE -Data Management
RDMENU.EXE -Main Menu
RD11.EXE -Daily Ration, Model 1.1
RD12.EXE -Daily Ration, Model 1.2
RD21.EXE -Daily Ration, Model 2.1RD22.EXE -Daily Ration, Model 2.2 ..

-.In case you run MAXIMS from diskettes, please make sure that you.
: : ...always start from Diskette No.1 and put the appropriate disk in '

-the drive when running the program. Installation is required when
you run the program for the first time, after that you start it by

typing MAXIMS.
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TITLES IN THIS SERIES I

.User's manual for tho fl,h populI/lIon dynamIcs plllu-!n module for HP41CV
calculators. M.L PalomfJfos nod D. P£luly. 19B7. ICLAR~J Sollwilro 1, 5 p. Dislfibutud wilh
a custom-made plug.in module for HP41 CV calculators lor US$150 (uirmail).

.A draft guIde to the Complout ELEFAN. F.C. Oayanil0, Jr., M. Soriano and D. Pauly.
1988. ICLARM Soltwnro 2, 65 p. Distributed with n 10-disketto (5-1/4") Com pis at ELEFAN
packago lor US$50 (airmail).

.Esllmatlon and comparison of fIsh growth parametora from pond experIments: a
.proadsheel solullon. J.M. Vnkily. 1988. ICLARM ,Software3,~ 12 p. Distributed witl1 onE!
5-114' diskette for US$15 (airmail).

.MAXIMS: A computer program for estlm
diet stomach contllnts datillind pop~111110
Sorinno, V.C. Sambilay, Jr. and D. Pauly. I
diskettes for US$20.

..CDS ASSISTANT. F.C. Gayanilo, Jr. 1090. ICLARM Sofr..vnre 5, 19 p. Distributed with oneI 5-1/4. diskette for US$15 (airmail). .

A droIt guide to tho ECOPATH " program (vor. 1.0). 1900. ICLARM Software 6,22 p. -

Distributod with ono 5-1/4' MS-DOS diskEJtte for US$20 (nirrnnil). Softwaro 6 is nvailablo
free 01 cost for coopernlars of Ihe ICLARM pro/act .Global Comparisons of Multispecios
Trophic Models'. PleaslJ contact V. Christonson lor further oolLils.

ICLARMSoltwaro Projoct, Capt
Makati, Motro Manila, Philippino
manor order, bankdratt or UNES
nk due 10 high clearance lees 01

.
The ICLARM Sot
ICLARM initinted, in early 1987, a new activity, the .ICLARM

Software Project', irtvolvino tho di&somlnation of software for
calculators and microcomput(jr~, al~no with thoir supporting
documentation (e.g.. manuBls or scientific paper). ,

The material now avnililblo for di$tribution (lre$ently con$lsls
of soltwilre producod atICLARIv1, but will in tho neilr future include
public d"main programs, as wull a:. so(twaro made available by
lheir authors to ICLARM for IroC! worldwide distribution. This
software will Include the aroas 01 /ish population dynamics,
fisheries and aqunculturu aconon)i~st fish gonotics and otl\or fields

.convering ICLARM's azoas ollntorost.
.All soltwalo will be mude Ctvi:\ilable at cost, I.e., IrlcJuding only

material. mailing and handling costs. CopyriOhlod milIaria! will not
..be distributed. Tho availability 01 now progralns will ~ made public

thlough notices in Naga, Tho ICLARM QUal1erly. brochures and
the ICLARM publication calLllog. Aulhors and potenualcontributors
to this schemo are invited to wrile to lhe Director, Cilpture
Fisheries Management ProiJram, ICLARI..t, MC P.O. Box 1501,
Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines.
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